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Emotional intelligence (EI) means the ability for the nurse to understand not only their own feelings and reactions, but especially the feelings and reactions of patients in their care.

The importance of the concept of of emotional intelligence in the context of nursing is increasingly emphasized (Beauvais et al., 2011; Codier, E., Odell, E., 2014; Montes-Berges and Augusto, 2007). 
Because of this are nursing teacher trying to find the new ways and appraches for the development of EI. One possible way how to do it is using of video based training. According Salbot et al. (2011) 
EI includes such qualities as awareness of one feelings, empathy for the feelings of the other person and regulate emotions so as to improve their quality of life.  McCobe, Timmins (2006), discuss the 
combination of cognitive and affective processes that help interact nurses with patients. Emotional intelligence is perceived by one group of experts (Mayer, Salovey & Caruso 2004) as the ability and 
the rate is determined by power constructs. Other authors distinguish it from the conceptual framework of EI as a personality trait (Pérez, Petrides and Furnham, 2007) andrecommend using the term 
emotional self-efficacy. The rate of EI as a trait is determined with selfdescriptive methodologies. Both concepts have their benefits and strengths, but also limitations (Codier and Odell, 2014).

The reflective method of evaluating the effectiveness of development of EI using videobased Training were used in our study. Data about the video facilitation in relation to EI were collected after the 
completion of the reflection assignments using semi-structured interviews and reflective sheets (Stetler Maram model). There were 46 students involved from master degree programme — Intensive 
care nursing in two following academical years (2012/13  n = 15 and 2013/14 n = 31).

The results revealed that students in both study years considered video as effective for carrying out self-evaluations and development of EI. The usefulness of video and peer-feedback for other reflection 
processes differed in studentsʼ view. 

The student considered videobased training generally useful for all the reflection processes and improvement of EI; however they also indicated some shortcomings. The study  demonstrated that 
student-centric pedagogies and reflective activities on student learning showed more advanced development of EI.
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